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Terms of Address for Parents and Grandparents  
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English translation: 

 
A: The names that we call our grandparents (may Allah be merciful to them) depend on 
where you live. For example, for me, I used to call— I didn’t call my grandfather with his 
name; I would call him Sidi and I call my grandmother (may Allah be merciful to her) 
Lala. This is— But this depends on where you are from; you could find that there are 
different names—not names, rather words. If you go to the Sahara, I believe that the 
words are not the same as in the West or in the North. 
S: What about parents? 
A: For the parents? We say Abba and Amma or Baba and Maa— You know, it depends 
on the family. There are people who call them papa and mama or buyia [my father] and 
khuyia [my mother], or Shibani and Shibaniya or Le’ejouz and Chiekh. It depends on— 
For example, in Algiers the capital, they say Chiekh and Le’ejouz. In the west, we say 
Shibaniya and Shibani. I know it is not good to say Shibani and Shibaniya1. Or we say 
Abba and Amma. This is the way to say it!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Although the terms Shibani and Shibaniya are commonly used to address one’s father and mother and are 
culturally appropriate as such, they also mean an old man and an old woman respectively. The difficulty is 
the fact that some people may get offended by being called an old person! 
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